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When traditional industries dominated the business landscape in Wales and the rest of europe, the technologies 
used and the ways businesses traded with each other was tried and tested through years of commerce.

Fast forward to today and ict is transforming not just the type of business we do but the ways in which we trade.  
thanks to the power of innovation, the tools we use and the way we think about doing business is ever evolving.

ict plays a major part in helping us to meet our goals, building a strong and sustainable Welsh and european 
economy, providing opportunities for all.

in Wales we are committed to giving everybody access to a high-speed and secure internet service and we believe 
it is essential that businesses are fully equipped with the right ict infrastructure to compete successfully  
in a global market.

through our participation in the european peardrop project and our own exploration of digitally networked¯ 
businesses across Wales, we are beginning to see how collaboration through ict can help Welsh businesses 
innovate, streamline, achieve more effective supply chain management, find new markets and grow.

as lead partner in the de-lan project , we are excited by the prospect of working with and learning from like-
minded partner regions from across europe to develop new processes and new approaches to strengthen our 
standing in the global economy. 

Ieuan Wyn Jones
Deputy First Minister for Wales

ForeWord
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background
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ict has transformed the way the world does business. 
it has the power to create new industries and 
technologies, to grow economies and workforces and 
to strengthen our position in the global marketplace.

the majority of businesses across europe have adopted 
ict as a way of life. 

the de-lan (digital ecosystems-learning application 
network) project represents an opportunity for 
participating regions to now harness the power of 
numerous new and emerging technologies and utilise 
them to their maximum potential to remain at the 
forefront of world economy.

digital business ecosystems (dbes/des) are 
evolutionary, self-organising systems which create 
an online, digital market place to seamlessly 
connect organisations, companies and individuals 
that do business together to collaborate, innovate, 
streamline, compete and grow in a global and dynamic 
marketplace.

digital collaboration through dbes/des can help small 
and medium sized enterprises (sMes) to:

•  promote their products and services widely
•  collaborate with other sMes in developing new 

products and services and in finding new or niche 
markets

•  undertake effective supply chain management
•  streamline working practices
• become them to become more innovative and to 
compete in a global and dynamic marketplace. 

living labs are similar, but more theoretical. often led 
by academic institutions, they provide an environment 
for innovation and development where participants 
are exposed to new ict solutions and able to share 
resources in semi-realistic contexts.

 

Funding
a regional initiative project, de-lan has been funded 
through the ec’s interreg iVc call and developed and 
supported by the interest of nine active eu regions. 

the project will enable them to share experiences 
and good practices, while accounting for the potential 
impact of emerging trends in ict and supporting its 
adoption and development across regions.

Partners
the nine regions participating in the project are:
1.  lead partner - Welsh assembly government,  

Wales, uk
2.  european regional information society association 

(eris@), brussels, belgium 
3.  Foundation insula barataria (Fib), castilla-la Mancha, 

spain
4.   national association italian Municipalities (anci) 

lazio, italy
5.  csp – innovation in ict, piemonte, italy
6.  Foundation For the development of science and 

technology in extremadura (Fundecyt), spain
7.  the technological research centre of koros̆ka, 

slovenia
8.  kaunas university of technology, lithuania
9.  Vysocina region, czech republic

the project will inform more effective policies and 
guidelines on practical de deployment across the eu, 
accelerating their introduction and embedding them  
in regional development programmes. 

ultimately de-lan will make sMes, industries, regions 
and economies become more innovative and able to 
compete in a global and dynamic marketplace. 

ForeWord
the recently announced digital agenda for europe illustrates that the european commission is committed 
to  a flourishing digital economy throughout the eu.   but to build a truly digital society we need partners at 
all levels and from all sectors. that is why the de-lan project is  so important - de-lan’s work embraces 
the spirit of  collaboration in the  digital agenda and  will help make icts an even bigger part of daily life for 
millions of citizens.

 i look forward to working with the experienced partner regions to explore how innovative use of icts 
can help businesses across europe  to meet their challenges.  projects like de-lan can help achieve our 
ultimate goal of using icts to advance job creation, sustainability and social inclusion.

Robert Madelin
Director General for Information Society and Media, European Commission
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introduction
 
communication lies at the very heart of the de-lan 
project. therefore, certain outputs are vital to ensuring 
the project achieves its aims and objectives. these will 
include:

• project brochures 
• regional and central newsletters 
• regional and central press releases 
• a comprehensive, dedicated web site www.de-lan.eu
•  regional and central conferences and dissemination 

meetings. 

the result of these activities will be the widespread 
dissemination of up-to-date good practices across 
european regions.

partners will also exchange their experiences of des 
through a variety of channels which include:

• interregional Workshops and training sessions
•  peer review Visits to obtain first-hand experience of 

de deployment in other regions 
• staff exchanges to share knowledge 
•  regional influencer Map reports
•  benchmark reports on local de deployment and 

capacities
•  best practice study reports for the selected sectors/

themes (including details of good practices from the 
regional pilot actions)

 
• regional and central Final reports 

• a european good practice guide & toolkit 

the principal result of the above outputs will be:

•  greater awareness amongst the key regional 
stakeholders and policy-makers of the potential 
benefits of adopting the new des

•  the development of enhanced policies for future 
initiatives aimed at embedding innovative good 
practices into the regional mainstream programmes, 
not only in the regions participating in the de-lan 
project but across all eu member states.

de-lan - leading digital business collaboration across europe

partner biogs

For over twelve years Wales has been a major eu 
region in information society development and delivery, 
making it ideally qualified for the role of lead partner in 
the de-lan project.

small and medium enterprises (sMes) account for 99% 
of the Welsh business landscape and Wales has been 
instrumental in putting information communication 
technology (ict) at the heart of the economy. 

the purpose of Wales’ ict unit is to boost the 
performance of Welsh businesses and the wider 
Welsh economy by accelerating the integration of 
ict to enable growth, reduce costs, boost innovation 
and so enhance profitability. its portfolio of current 
programmes is defined by e-business support, digital 
business collaboration, de-lan, e-Futures and e-crime 
awareness supported by demand driven activities such 
as summits, workshops and roadshows. 

as a founder member of the eu regional information 
society initiative, Wales has considerable experience 
of collaborative projects and is a key influencer in 
interregional policies and practices. participation in 
peardrop (promoting ecosystems and regional 
development in support of regional development 
programming), established Wales at the leading edge 
of digital business ecosystem (dbe) deployment.

through its dedicated digitally networked business 
(dnb) project, Wales is developing initiatives in sectors 
including bioscience, construction, Marine science, 
innovation and tourism. the most progressed of these 
is in the creative industries, which employs 19,000  
in Wales.

the creative industries embraced the concept of dnbs, 
understanding that it could be a good environment in 
which to develop ideas, as well as through which to 
showcase their work to other businesses in Wales  
and globally.

through this collaboration, the sharing of knowledge 
and the fine-tuning of ideas, Welsh sMes are at an 
advantage in competing for new opportunities. on a 
practical level, businesses are able to source the right 
partners for ventures and share resources, particularly 
helpful for small businesses looking to introduce 
themselves to larger clients.

through the de-lan programme, Wales aims to:

•  Further develop its existing dnbs, along with des in 
other sectors including biosciences, construction and 
Marine science

•  deliver the benefits of innovation, wider promotion, 
supply chain efficiency and new products, services 
and markets for its sMes and industries 

•  learn from the experiences of partner regions through 
the life of the programme

•  as project lead, ensure a well planned programme 
reaching its objectives, through effective reporting and 
collaboration between partner regions.

Key Contact Wayne James

Title DE-LAN Project Director

e-mail wayne.james@wales.gsi.gov.uk

Contact 0044 7767 486946

Website  www.wales.gov.uk/ict 
www.de-lan.eu

Welsh Assembly Government,  
WALES, UK
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partner

the european regional information society association 
(eris@) will be the lead partner for the communication 
and dissemination of the aims, objectives and outputs 
of the de-lan project.

since 1999, eris@ has provided support for the 
economic and social development of its member 
regions from across the eu.

the association currently has 24 members who 
share experiences and approaches through a variety 
of dissemination tools. its expertise lie in identifying, 
capturing and exchanging good practices to help meet 
its members’ regional development goals in terms of 
innovation, competitiveness and the exploitation of icts.

based in brussels, the team is registered as an 
international non-profit making association under 
belgian law.

as the co-ordinator of peardrop (promoting 
ecosystems and regional development in support of 
regional development programming), eris@ developed 
tight links with a group of over 20 regions interested 
in the development of digital business ecosystems 
(dbes).

eris@ has an established and trusted track record in 
promoting the wider e-adoption agenda and has vast 
experience in the development and dissemination 

of concepts and issues of dbes to regional players 
through the organisation of conferences, seminars, 
workshops, regional intensive courses and peer review 
visits aimed at exchanging experiences. 

the association has been animating workgroups 
on ebusiness and einfrastructure since 2002, and 
has been contracted to develop and animate the ec 
‘european broadband portal’.

communication is at the heart of the de-lan project 
and is key to the success of its objectives.

through the de-lan programme, eris@ aims to:

•  use its experience to ensure the active 
communication and dissemination of information, 
knowledge, ideas and good practices in de 
deployment to key regional stakeholders, policy-
makers and businesses across europe.

Key Contact Charles Watt

Title CEO

e-mail charles.watt@erisa.be

Contact 0032 2230 0325

Website www.erisa.be

European Regional Information  
Society Association,  
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

Website contact Ralph Lloyd-Davis
Title Project Assistant
e-mail ralph.lloyd-davis@erisa.be
Contact 0032 2230 0325
Website www.erisa.be

Website contact Sophie Le Breton
Title Project Assistant
e-mail sophie.lebreton@erisa.be
Contact 0032 2230 0325
Website www.erisa.be

partner

the Foundation insula barataria (Fib) is the partner 
responsible for the exchange of information between 
regions in the de-lan project.

a public not-for-profit organisation, the Fib is charged 
with developing the knowledge society and promoting 
innovation for the citizens and companies of the 
spanish region of castilla-la Mancha.

Fundación insula barataria has considerable experience 
in developing training programme projects, in order 
to provide citizens with ict tools and web knowledge. 
these act as a regional window to ict and innovation 
technologies for both citizens and companies. 

citizens are provided with the tools to allow them to 
take part in public consultations while companies are 
given information on the innovative tools available 
for their business and egovernment activities. these 
activities make for easier relations between public 
administration and citizens and companies. 

all these actions can be defined in the framework of 
regional digital ecosystems (des). 

through the de-lan project, Fib aims to:

•  identify, analyse and exchange the latest best 
practices in digital ecosystem deployment

•  transfer these emerging trends in innovative new 
technologies to the companies of castilla-la Mancha 
for the benefit of the local economy.

Key Contact Miguel Angel Ayllon 

Title  Director EU Projects Department

e-mail miguelangel.ayllon@ibarataria.org

Contact 00 34 925 233850

Website www.ibarataria.org

Foundation Insula Barataria,  
CASTILLA-LA MANChA, SPAIN 
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the czech region of Vysocina is leading on the 
development of the pilot projects.

the authority is responsible for economic activity in 
its territory, a major part of which is the provision of 
support for small and medium enterprises (sMes) to 
embrace digital technology. 

the development of a good internet infrastructure for 
egovernment and ebusiness, and assisting sMes to 
obtain funding for the development of digital business 
ecosystems (dbes) are also key roles.

the Vysocina region is experienced in dbe 
deployment plans through the participation of epMa, 
a semi-public agency it co-founded, in the eu project 
peardrop (promoting ecosystems and regional 
development in support of regional development 
programming). 

the region has been working with the on-line dbe 
deployment plan tool, and aims to apply this experience 
for real regional planning and to exchange knowledge 
in dbes for the benefit of its sMes. 

two pilot dbes are already underway to bring the 
benefits of innovation, collaboration, streamlined 
purchasing processes and the development of new 
and niche markets for Vysocina’s sMes. one has 
been developed by a private company as a “vortal” 
(vertical portal) for the forestry industry. the second 
is the Vysocina tourism portal which is under early 
development by the region.

through the de-lan project, the Vysocina region  
aims to:

•  identify, develop, implement and analyse eight light 
regional pilot actions aimed at producing transferable 
good practices for a wide range of sectors and 
themes.

Key Contact Václav Jáchim

Title  head of policy section,  
ICT department,  
Regional Authority of the 
Vysocina Region 

e-mail jachim.v@kr-vysocina.cz

Contact 00 420 564 602 346 

Website www.kr-vysocina.cz

Vysocina Region,  
CZECh REPUBLIC 

csp innovation in ict is a non-profit research 
organisation working on experimental development, 
industrial research, technology transfer and the 
implementation and adoption of ict from torino in the 
piemonte region of italy. 

its approach is to apply its technological research to 
local enterprises, academic institutions and citizens to 
develop the local innovation potential of the region and 
create value for the local economy. 

csp has a track record in des which will make it a 
valuable partner in the de-lan project. its ‘innovation 
4 business’ programme opened research laboratories 
to local small and medium enterprises (sMes). this 
enabled them to transfer the initiative’s knowledge and 
technology to convert prototypes into new products 
and services. it currently works in 10 domains including 
digital terrestrial tV and embedded systems, has 30 
assets and adds about 5 new assets each year. 

on behalf of the piemonte region, csp also runs 
thematic living labs, which trial the technological 
transfer of innovative solutions on experimental themes 
as part of a public-funded long-term programme 
based on the eu living lab intervention model. the 
output of each trial is a transferable model through the 
investigation of innovative technological solutions with 
the active involvement of enterprises and citizens in 
testing the results. 

through participation in the eu project peardrop 
(promoting ecosystems and regional development in 
support of regional development programming), csp 
has experience of des at a european level. 

 through the de-lan project, csp aims to:

•  define a general approach to de through the sharing 
of experiences with other partner regions 

•  enlarge the local applications fields (currently digital 
divide overcome, infomobility, astronomic research 
divulgation, workspaces for disabled) 

•  transfer the de approach into regional  
and local policy.

Key Contact Michela Pollone 

Title  International Affairs

e-mail  pollone@csp.it 
innovazione@csp.it

Contact 00 39 01 1481 5111

Website www.csp.it

CSP-Innovazione nelle ICT,  
TORINO, ITALY 
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anci lazio, the regional branch of the national 
association of italian Municipalities (anci) represents 
all lazio region Municipalities and supports local 
authorities through services and projects at local, 
national and european level, in several fields of 
intervention. 

anci lazio undertakes research studies to inform local 
authorities on strategies, including innovation, local 
development, small and medium enterprise (sMe) and 
ict adoption.

anci lazio has a good theoretical knowledge and 
working experience of des, through participation in 
projects such as digital business ecosystems (dbes), 
opaals, effort, dbe lazio and den4dek. 

the team has skills in project management, regional 
analysis and local engagement, scientific coordination 
and the analysis of the relationship between des 
and community networks. it has also developed 
a methodology for evaluating the impact of des 
on local innovation and policy recommendations, 
analysed sMes cluster governance pattern and their 
compatibility with the des and has taken part in 
international workshops on des.

des are already part of the regional innovation 
programme ilazio 2010 and as part of this a socio-
economic analysis of the Viterbo and rieti provinces 
has been undertaken. a tourism network looking at 
logistics and distribution for small producers of organic 
and high quality products is in the early stages of 
development. other networks which des could be  
of value for include civita castellana ceramics district, 
the manufacturing industrial area of rieti-cittaducale 
and a technological park.

through the de-lan project, anci lazio aims to:

•  exchange information and best practises 

•  reinforce the visibility of the de approach to regional 
and local stakeholders 

•  integrate de approach with other innovation and 
knowledge economy support mechanisms (already 
implemented at regional level)

•  improve the participation of stakeholders and sMes  
in the concrete planning of innovation policies

•  develop a pilot delivering and testing de services  
to sMes.

Key Contact Sara Peciarolo

Title  European Project Manager 

e-mail ancilazio@gmail.com

Contact 0039 0761 498059 

Website www.ancilazio.it

National Association Italian 
Municipalities 
ANCI, LAZIO, ITALY 

TRC Koroska - Technological Research 
Centre of Koroska,  
SLOVENIA 

ˆ
ˆ

the technological research centre of koroska (trc) 
is the central institution in the field of research and 
development in koroska region and an institution of 
innovative environment in slovenia.

trc’s main brief is the creation of an infrastructure 
to stimulate development potentials and the 
introduction of new knowledge as a bridge between 
universities, institutes and companies. its priorities 
include the achievement of a competitive economy 
and the creation of new jobs within a technological 
environment.

previous successful programmes include a strategy 
entitled “republic of slovenia in the information 
society”, the first national broadband strategy for 
slovenia and an integrated regional strategy for 
information society.

slovenia has several ‘living labs’ which make trc  
well-qualified for participation in the de-lan project. 

these include the eliving lab (Faculty of organisational 
sciences, university of Maribor), the slovenian 
automotive living lab (automotive cluster of slovenia) 
and a technology network ict.

through the de-lan project, trc aims to:

•  continue its good work in ensuring innovation helps 
the slovenian economy increase its competitiveness 

•  influence national ict policies

•  collaborate with other national living labs

•  influence regional policies, especially the regional 
development programme

•  implement possible pilot actions  
(e.g. Virtual incubator as a living lab).

Key Contact Davorin Rogina 

Title Director of TRC Koroska

e-mail davorin.rogina@trc-koroska.si

Contact 00 386 2 87 87 330

Website www.trc-koroska.si

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ
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kaunas university of technology (ktu) is the largest 
technical university in the baltic states. the university 
is focused on implementing and developing new study 
programmes and carrying out high quality scientific 
research. in particular, ktu is very active in ict at an 
international, national, regional and local level. 

the university’s electronic business research center 
of economics and Management Faculty will be key to 
ktu’s participation in de-lan. the centre’s specialisms 
lie in ebusiness models, business process modeling, 
ontology development, sMe support, innovation 
management, clusterisation, eparticipation and 
egovernance areas

close cooperation already exists between the ktu 
and the region, making it well placed for the de-lan 
project. the university is able to support and inform 
strategy and regional policy as its representatives act 
as members of the information society development 
committee and ekaunas and kaunas eregion 
committees. 

ktu represents the kaunas region in the digital 
ecosystems reden network and is involved in several 
dbe cluster at 6th Framework projects, in particular 
enVision and effort. the university also participates 
as external experts in lilan, a living labs research 
development project funded by nordFolsk.

through the de-lan project, ktu aims to develop:

•  the good practice and transfer of knowledge on dbes 
and living labs

•  the strengthening of relationships with policy-makers

•  gaining a better understanding for further ebusiness 
support development 

•  the opportunity for further cooperation on ebusiness 
initiatives.

Key Contact Rimantas Gatautis

Title  Prof.dr. , Director of Electronic 
Business Research Center 

e-mail rimantas.gatautis@ktu.lt

Contact 00 37 037 300569

Website www.ktu.lt

Kaunas University of Technology,  
LIThUANIA 

Foundation for the Development of 
Science and Technology in Extremadura,  
SPAIN 

the Foundation for the development of science and 
technology in extremadura (FundecYt) is a not-for-
profit institution with a central role in the development 
of economic, structural and innovation strategy in the 
spanish region of extremadura. 

its main aims are to stimulate cooperation 
between enterprises, research centres and 
public administrations and to foster innovation 
and technological development in the region of 
extremadura. 

FundecYt has vast experience of des and living labs 
which will be invaluable to helping the de-lan project 
detect scientific, technological and innovative business 
demands. ‘senior lab’ is a living lab established to 
improve the interaction of elderly and dependent 
people with their social environment through the use of 
ict. offline and online systems were set up where small 
and medium sized enterprises (sMes), institutions and 
beneficiaries could analyse the solutions and research 
findings.

the region also participated in the eu initiative sen@
er (silver economy network of european regions).  
the network was created to improve the quality of 
life for older citizens, stimulate economic activity for 
growth and job creation and support cohesion and 
inclusion across eu regions.

Further experience was gained alongside 17 other 
partners in the digital ecosystems networks of regions 
for dissemination and knowledge deployment 
(den4dek). the purpose of the initiative was to allow 
regions to plan effective use of des and to produce real 
economic impact and improvement for sMes.

through the de-lan project, FundecYt aims to:

•  contribute to all synergies from the project

•  learn from the partners’ de expertise.

Key Contact Maika Diaz Aguilar

Title Knowledge Free Department 

e-mail maika@fundecyt.es

Contact 00 34 9240 14600

Website www.fundecyt.es

de-lan - leading digital business collaboration across europe de-lan - leading digital business collaboration across europe
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additional inForMation
Steering Committee
the strategic management and control of the de-lan 
project will be undertaken by a steering committee. 
this committee will comprise equal representation 
(one member) from each of the 9 partners, plus the 
overall project director from the lead partner region, 
Wales. the steering committee, which will meet twice-
yearly, will be responsible for monitoring the direction 
and implementation of the project and for ensuring 

that the project is delivered in an accountable and 
well-managed way, offering the best possible value for 
money in order to maximise the efficient and effective 
use of public spending.

the initial Membership of the de-lan project steering 
committee will be:

INTERREG IVC Call
the de-lan project has been approved as a successful 
regional initiative project  under the “information 
society” sub-theme of the interreg iVc call for 
proposals. the total budget for the 3-year project will 
be €2,468,701, of which €1,925,943 will be provided 
via european regional development Funds (erdF)..

implementation of the project will be monitored by the 
interreg iVc Joint technical staff (Jts), and the main 
contacts at the Jts will be Martina bacova (martina.
bacova@interreg4c.eu) for project activity and Marie 
lèbre (marie.lebre@interreg4c.eu) for project Finance

1 chairman:   
Welsh assembly government, Wales, uk

simon lavin simon.lavin@wales.gsi.gov.uk

2 european regional information society 
association (eris@), brussels, belgium

charles Watt charles.watt@erisa.be

3 Foundation insula barataria (Fib),  
castilla-la Mancha, spain

Miguel angel ayllon miguelangel.ayllon@ibarataria.org

4 national association italian Municipalities 
(anci), lazio, italy

andrea Vignoli ancilazio@gmail.com

5 csp - innovation in ict, piemonte, italy Michela pollone pollone@csp.it

6 Foundation for the development of 
science and technology in extremadura, 
spain

Maika diaz aguilar maika@fundecyt.es

7 technological research centre of 
koroska, slovenia

davorin rogina davorin.rogina@trc-koroska.si

8 kaunas university of technology, 
lithuania

rimantas gatautis rimantas.gatautis@ktu.lt

9 Vysocina region, czech republic Vaclav Jachim jachim.v@kr-vysocina.cz

10 de-lan project director, Wales Wayne James wayne.james@wales.gsi.gov.uk
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1. Welsh Assembly Government, Wales, UK

2. European Regional Information Society Association (eris@), Brussels, Belgium

3. Foundation Insula Barataria (FIB), Castilla-La Mancha, Spain

4. National Association Italian Municipalities (ANCI), Lazio, Italy

5. CSP - Innovation in ICT, Piemonte, Italy

6. Foundation for the Development of Science and Technology, Extremadura, Spain

7. Technological Research Centre of Koroška, Slovenia

8. Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania

9. Vysocina Region, Czech Republic
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notes
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